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A Construct for Describing Software Development Risks

Abstract: This report establishes a representation of software risk wherein the
risks associated with software-dependent development programs are defined
as distinct, manageable risk entities. The risk entities and their descriptive
statements of risk are based upon a Condition-Transition-Consequence (CTC)
construct. The CTC construct arises out of a systems representation, where
time and value are identified as fundamental to the concept of risk. The CTC
construct is also shown to provide a common representation for both program
risks and program tasks and to fit into a heuristic framework for identifying risks
within software-dependent development programs. Examples of risks are used
to demonstrate that the approach facilitates the management of risk as an
integral part of routine program management.

1 Introduction

Dealing with risk is an important aspect of decision making in industry, government, and aca-
demic endeavors [Haimes 89]. Risk analysis and risk management have been applied exten-
sively in considering the operational and safety aspects of large complex systems which may
adversely affect the health and safety of society [Bell 89], [Henley 92]. Risk management has
also been identified as an important, but often lacking, element in effective decision making
for and routine management of software engineering and development programs [Boehm 91],
[SEI 92], [Charette 90], [Kirkpatrick 92], [Haimes 91], [Chittister 93].

This report presents a formalism for describing the risks associated with software-dependent
development programs such that risks can be managed as an integral part of routine program
management activities. The formalism is based upon a structured format for a statement of
risk: the Condition-Transition-Consequence (CTC) format. A CTC-based approach for risk
identification and management establishes a distinct risk entity that embodies the essence of
the concept of risk and evolves throughout all phases of the life cycle of a program.

In Section 2 of the report, the concept of risk as a distinct entity is discussed and time and val-
ue are identified as fundamental to risk. A state-space representation for software-dependent
development programs and its connection to risk are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the
CTC construct is defined and example CTC statements of risk are presented. The application
and implications of the CTC approach as well as some extensions to the basic concept are
presented in Section 5. In Section 6, CTC risks and program tasks (activities) are compared.
Section 7 introduces a heuristic for risk identification – the CTC triangle. In Section 8, the CTC
approach is compared and contrasted with related risk terminology and risk concepts. Section
9 summarizes the CTC approach.
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2 The Concept of a Risk Entity

Current definitions of risk, as a noun, include [Houghton 85]:

1 The possibility of suffering harm or loss; danger
2 A factor, element, or course involving uncertain danger; hazard
3.a The danger or probability of loss to an insurer
3.b The amount an insurance company stands to lose
3.c A person or thing considered with respect to the possibility of loss to an insurer:

a poor risk.

A noteworthy example of a more general use of the term risk is in the field of Operations

Research. In Operations Research, the concept of decision under risk describes situations

where there is a probability associated with an outcome or choice, regardless of the nature of

the outcome [Taha 87]. But for the most part the term is used as reflected in the following def-

initions [Gove 81]:

1 the possibility of loss, injury, disadvantage, or destruction
2 someone or something that creates or suggests a hazard or adverse chance
3 the chance of loss or the perils to the subject matter of insurance covered by a

contract
4 the product of the amount that may be lost and the probability of losing it

In the context of software engineering and development, risk can be defined as the possibility
of suffering a diminished level of success (loss) within a software-dependent development
program. This prospect of loss is such that the application of the selected theories, principles,
or techniques may fail to yield the right software product [SEI 92].

2.1 Value and Risk

The potential loss to the program and specifically the association of risk with the program in-
volves a value judgment on the potential impact of risks on the program. The terms loss, dan-
ger, hazard, and harm, all of which reflect a negative perception, involve at least a relative
assessment of value [Rowe 88].

Many attributes of a program can be used to characterize value in the context of software-de-
pendent development programs. For example, a sense of value may be expressed in the form
of:

• customer satisfaction
• software execution speed
• software code size
• date of delivery
• number of software bugs
• user friendliness
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Quantitative or qualitative attributes may be used to represent “value” and the sense of value
associated with the specific measure of the attribute is based upon the perception, the subjec-
tive interpretation, of the worth of these attributes to the customer, user, or other individual or
organization critical to the success of the program. Clearly the sense of value makes the def-
inition of what is a risk a very subjective one, but this sense of value, more specifically negative
value, is fundamental to the concept of risk.

2.2 Time, Uncertainty, and Risk

It is clear from the various definitions of risk that uncertainty expressed as possibility or prob-
ability is involved with risk. As Rowe points out, uncertainty involves both descriptive and mea-
surement uncertainties [Rowe 88]. In addition, as noted by [Charette 90] the nonlinear,
nondeterministic character of the dynamics of the environment also contribute to uncertainty.
Uncertainty arises not simply from the inability to measure or describe exactly the circum-
stances, etc., associated with risk; but collectively from the kinematic and dynamic character-
istics of the environment as the world evolves in time.

The interrelationship of uncertainty and time is evidenced in the uncertainty associated with
risk, in that this uncertainty reflects the uncertainty regarding future events [Kloman 90], [Rowe
88]. While the prospects for the future may be uncertain due to a multiplicity of factors, the pas-
sage of time is required to realize the outcome of the circumstances that exist now. Uncertain-
ty is inherent in the evolution of the environment and the temporal aspect of risk within an
uncertain environment is identified here as fundamental to the concept of risk.

Given the perspective outlined above, risk is a concept that embodies a sense of value and a
sense of time; and these two attributes, value and time, are identified as the fundamental char-
acteristics in a representation for identifying and managing software technical risks and for de-
fining a risk entity within the context of a software-dependent engineering and development
program.

2.3 Risk as a Manageable Entity

While risk is an important operational consideration, it is abstract and difficult to grasp. Prag-
matically then, to enable the management of risk, specific tangible exemplars of risk (identified
here as risk entities) are established. From this perspective, a risk will be used to designate a
tangible entity that embodies the concept of risk and captures the essential elements of the
concept. In particular, this risk entity is characterized by both descriptive and measurable at-
tributes that capture the essential elements of risk, and that relate, directly or indirectly, to fac-
tors critical to successful program management, e.g. budget, performance, and schedule.

In this representation the characteristics of uncertainty, probability, impact, etc. often included
in a definition of risk [Lowrance 76], [Rowe 88], [Charette 89], [Charette 90], [Kirkpatrick 92],
[Kaplan 81] are represented as attributes of the risk entity. A risk, then, is an entity defined by
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the values of characteristic attributes associated with risk that evolves through time under the
processes, constraints, and uncertainties inherent in the environment. This evolution of a risk
entity includes a life cycle of creation, existence, change, and extinction.

Because risk is fundamentally subjective, the reification of risk as a risk entity provides a basis
for a software-dependent development program to deal with risk more objectively. The ap-
proach can be viewed as transforming a perception of risk on the part of any individual (an
intangible) into a distinct risk entity that can be described and measured. The process of going
from the perception of risk to its representation as a risk entity is defined as risk identification.
With the explicit identification of a risk entity and its descriptive and measurable attributes,
risks can be analyzed, tracked, and controlled as part of the routine program management
practices.
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3 A Program as a System

In order to define a structure and a representation for risk entities, both a model and a model-
ing language [Levy 93] for a software-development program, project, or engineering develop-
ment effort are identified. The model is based upon a state-space representation, similar to
the systems models used in physics, systems analysis, and related fields and as employed in
artificial intelligence approaches to problem solving and planning [Simon 83]. Specifically, a
software-dependent development program is represented as a complex system within an n-
dimensional space, the program space. This approach is not unique; others have used a sys-
tems model to represent programs and associated risks [Charette 90]. The perspective pre-
sented here is intended to provide a foundation for the representation of risk as risk entities.

The program space is visualized as an n-dimensional space with dimensions that are defined
based upon the perception of the individuals involved in the program. A reference frame is de-
fined as the axes set for the program space and is used for describing the program as shown
in Figure 3-1. Each axis is a descriptive characteristic of the program and has associated with
it a value1 scale (measure2) along that axis. One of the axes of the reference frame is the time
axis. For each characteristic (axis of the frame) an individual program has a measure (value)
on that axis, resulting in a characteristic-measure pair, as shown in Figure 3-1. These axes
can also be viewed as attribute-value pairs in the context of a semantic frame representation
whose form is flexible and depends upon the context of the application. In this case, a frame
would be a set of related axes, with each set or frame related in a hierarchical network [Basal-
ou 92].

Within the context of the program space, the program is represented as a system that is de-
scribed in terms of measures along each axis of a reference frame, whose axes are defined
by program attributes. The program itself is represented as a point in the space; due to the
uncertainties associated with the attributes, the environment, and the reference frame defini-
tion itself, the program is represented as a fuzzy point in space, which is arbitrarily shaped and
larger than a single point. The characteristics which define an axis may entail qualitative or
quantitative measures. For example, axes of the frame may include time, customer satisfac-
tion, performance, cost, maintainability, or any characteristic that may be used to describe the
program.

The system can also be described in terms of a state vector [Charette 90, p. 69.], V(x,t), where
the vector x has the components xi, i = 1 to n. The value xi represents the magnitude of the
variable on the xi axis and t is the magnitude on the time axis. Graphically, the point in the
space for the system can be visualized as the end point at the tip of a vector which has its
origin at the center of the reference frame, as shown in Figure 3-1.

1. Value is used here as in the sense of magnitude of or measure of or size of.

2. Measure is used here to mean some qualitative or quantitative assessment of the characteristic, e.g. large, me-
dium, small or 5, 10.5, etc., as appropriate for the characteristic or the level of description or analysis desired.
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At any given time, the reference frame consists of an instantaneous set of characteristics
which can be used to represent the program and associated environment. Any one axis may
change in its scale, importance, range, etc. and may be abandoned in the representation at
some future time. The reference frame as well as the system state itself is dynamic.

The subjective character of the reference frame is evidenced in the freedom of choice of axes
(the characteristics that form the frame), the number of axes, and the measures assigned to
the system on each of the axes of the frame. The axes of a program frame range over a di-
verse set of characteristics that describe the program. Table 1 is an example of a few of the
possible choices for characteristics and associated measures.

Figure 3-1:  The Program Represented as a “Point” in the Program Space

Each axis is a characteristic. The program state
projected onto an axis defines a measure (value) of
that characteristic for the program.

Characteristic - Measure Pairs:

Axis 1 Characteristic Measure

Axis 2 Characteristic Measure

Axis 3 Characteristic Measure

Program

Example 3-D
Program Space
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Since a reference frame is subjective, there is a separate program reference frame for each
of the individual perspectives represented in the program. When these individual perspectives
are shared, the prospect of a program-wide reference frame1 exists and a formal representa-
tion (joint interpretation) of the program may be developed. This mutually agreed-upon refer-
ence frame can be represented in functional specifications, requirements documents,
program plans, etc. The global program reference frame is dynamic in character and tran-
scends individual perspectives by being modified only through mutual agreement.

Through the identification of a software-dependent development program as a system within
a dynamic reference frame, the characteristics of the evolution of the program through its life
cycle can be described in terms of the kinematics and dynamics of both the system and the
frame of reference. Uncertainty is inherent in the dynamic processes which characterize both
the program’s evolution and the evolution of the reference frame.

3.1 Risk and the Value-Time System

To focus on the risk aspects of the program, a representation of a system (program or devel-
opment project) is projected onto a value versus time axes set, a value-time frame. This pro-
jection is shown in Figure 3-2. A value axis can be any single or collective “value” characteristic
of the program. Given the subjective and fluid nature of the reference frame, the specific value
axis, measure, etc. may change through time.

1. The second level and deeper levels are not considered here, i.e. where each individual interprets, perhaps dif-
ferently, the program-wide reference frame based upon their individual perspective.

Axis (Characteristic)
Measure
(value)

Program Staff Size 150

Number of Lines of Code 1.5 million

Requirements Stability low

Language Ada

Type of Contract Fixed Price

Program Duration 36 months

Development Model Spiral

Table 1: Example Program Reference Frame Characteristic-Measure Pairs
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A value axis is divided into two parts based upon a qualitative criterion of acceptable/desired
or unacceptable/undesired. Any perceived measure of worth relating to the program, e.g., cus-
tomer satisfaction, quality, etc. can define a value axis. The state of the system is represented
by a fuzzy point to reflect the uncertainties associated with the actual magnitudes of the de-
scriptive variables for the system.

In addition, the boundary between acceptable/desired and unacceptable/undesired is subjec-
tive and dynamic. The frame, characteristics, characteristic measures, and the boundary will
evolve and change throughout the life of the program.

3.2 Risk as a Transition

As noted [Charette 90], given the state-space representation, risk can be associated with a
potential state transition in the space. (Specifically, Charette identifies a risk as “the likelihood
of making a particular state transition”; and associates with the risk, a description of the unde-
sirable consequence of the transition.) In the value-time plane, then, a program risk can be
thought of as a potential transition between the current state of the system (program) and an
undesired end state. Risk, geometrically, is a trajectory in the plane; risk identification in this
representation is the recognition of a potential transition path (trajectory) that carries the state
of the system from its current state to an undesired new state.

The recognition of a possible transition need only occur from the perspective of one individual
associated with the program. On some larger or absolute scale, the state is not undesired but
what is significant to the identification of risk is that at least one individual has the perception
(concern) that a transition may occur to a final state is of less “value” than the state that was
planned to exist.

TimeV
al

u
e Current

State

Less Desired
State

A risk as a potential transition

Figure 3-2:  Value-Time Frame of Reference
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While the projection of the system onto a two-dimensional value-time frame simplifies the rep-
resentation, in general, a risk can be identified in the n-dimensional frame as a potential tran-
sition where:

• The system is a fuzzy point in the space, and
• A risk is a potential transition, a trajectory through the space, from the current state

of the system to some other (undesired) state.

It is important to realize that the representation, wherein the program is a state within the pro-
gram space and a risk is a potential path in that space, is an instantaneous view and is tran-
sient in character. This representation is a snapshot of the perceptions of the system at that
instant. All of the elements that describe the program, their measures, and their perceived val-
ue to the program and the risks will likely change.

In general, a risk can be modeled as a transition in a multidimensional, subjective, and
dynamic program space, and in particular, as a projection of that transition onto a value versus
time axes set. The value-time subspace is used as a basis for a subjective representation of
a risk, one expressed in terms of the fundamental components of value and time.
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4 CTC Representation

By connecting the concept of a risk entity with the representation of a risk as a potential tran-
sition of a system within a dynamic multidimensional program space, a risk can be expressed
as a construct consisting of a description of the initial state of the system (condition), the po-
tential evolution of the system (transition), and the potential final state (a less desirable state)
of the system (consequence). This representation of a risk entity, the Condition-Transition-
Consequence (CTC) construct for a risk, is shown in Figure 4-1.

Given that time and value are fundamental to risk, the minimum required to identify a risk (a
risk entity in the form of a CTC representation) is the statement of the conditions coupled with
an expression of concern about the potential consequences. The undesirable end state need
not be explicitly defined and the details of the transition, which will involve considerations of
the dynamics of the system, need not be specified in the identification process. This minimal
statement is sufficient for risk identification in the CTC representation of risk and provides the
basis to initiate subsequent steps in the management process.

4.1 Format for Risk

Given the CTC construct, a format for a statement of a risk can be formulated as:

• Given that condition then there is concern that (possibly) consequence.

The Given (condition) portion of the statement is intended to establish the conditions that exist
now that have prompted the concern regarding the program and have engendered the per-
ception of the prospect of diminished success (loss).

The CTC construct as the basis for a statement of a risk and the treatment of risk as a distinct
entity makes risk manageable. Specifically, the circumstances that exist within a program, the
condition portion of the CTC format, can be dealt with in an attempt to mitigate, alleviate, and
monitor risks, and thus enable risk management. A clear definition of where the program is

Condition Consequence

Required

Transition

Condition is a description of the current conditions prompting concern.
Transition is the part that involves change (time).
Consequence is a description of the potential outcome.

Figure 4-1:  A CTC Risk Construct
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now, i.e., knowing where things stand, is vitally important in developing a plan to change the
conditions. Therefore, the condition component of the statement of risk, a description of the
current conditions, is the minimum required to define a risk.

A minimal statement of a risk in the CTC sense is defined as the description of
the current conditions coupled with an expression (possibly implied) of con-
cern (potential loss) regarding those conditions.

The expression of concern may be embodied in a value judgment within the statement of the
condition. For example, terms like “lack of”, “inadequate”, “insufficient”, can be used to express
the concern more explicitly regarding these conditions. Note that this can be viewed as a value
judgment on the transition-consequence, i.e., in the judgment (perception) of the individual
there is “less” than required now to do the job, hence there is concern that the program will
suffer some diminished level of success.

An explicit value judgment within the condition is not required. For example, a risk may be:
Given the current level of testing of the software then there is concern.... The implication is that
the level as it exists now is not adequate. In general, the consequence portion is considered
optional during the identification process and can be expressed as notional.

Overall, the Condition-Transition-Consequence construct defines a risk entity and establishes
the CTC format for a statement of a risk as shown in Figure 4-2.

4.2 The Attributes of a Risk

While the CTC construct provides an explicit form for the statement of a risk as well as a way
to view a risk entity, the concept of a CTC risk entity also includes a descriptive attribute-value
set. The attributes are characteristics of risk such as probability, impact, risk exposure, time
frame information, metrics for tracking and control, as well as administrative information that

Given...

A RISK

Consequence

Condition

Given that Condition then there is concern that (possibly) Consequence

Figure 4-2:  The CTC Construct and the Format for a Risk Statement

then (possibly)...
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provide important details on the risk. A partial but representative set of attributes for a CTC
risk is shown in Figure 4-3. Collectively, the attribute set and associated values include all of
the relevant detail on the nature of a specific risk entity that is required to fully understand and
manage that risk.

One of the key attributes of the CTC representation is the context1 attribute of the risk. The
context consists of a detailed description of the events, circumstances, and inter-relationships
that may affect the program; this description is more detailed than can be captured in the basic
CTC risk statement. Collectively, the CTC statement of risk and the context provide sufficient
information to initiate the analysis and planning processes required to manage the risk.

An example of the CTC risk statement and associated context is shown below:

Given that the graphical user interface (GUI) must be coded using X Win-
dows and we do not have expertise in X Windows software, then there
is concern that (possibly) the GUI code will not be completed on time
and will be inefficient.

Context: The GUI is an important part of the system and we do not have
anyone trained in the X Window System. We all have been studying the
language but it is complex. Also, only one person in the group has any
graphics experience and that is with Windows on the PC.

1. The context of a risk originated as part of the Software Engineering Institute Team Risk Management project
efforts. Specifically recognized is the contribution of Ron Higuera in establishing the use of the context in the risk
management process.

Risk: Given that condition then there is concern that (possibly) consequence.

Risk Attributes:
• Context (details on condition relating to the risk)
• Risk Exposure

- Probability of occurrence
- Impact

• Time Frame
• Metrics
• etc.

Figure 4-3:  An Example CTC Risk Entity with Attributes
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As can be seen in the example the context provides additional information regarding the con-
dition of the program relative to the nature of the concern and details of the circumstances that
have prompted the concern.
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5 The Application of CTC

Consider a conversation between members of a software development team during which a
comment is made to the effect “I am concerned about getting the integration lab completed on
time.” Clearly there is a sense of risk to the program on the part of the individual making the
comment. To capture this risk and to provide a basis for managing the risk, the identification
using the CTC statement of risk format would involve defining the conditions (circumstances)
that have prompted the concern. The approach would involve additional probing to ascertain
the basis for the concern and factors that have engendered the concern. This formulation is in
contrast to a risk identification approach and representation which would capture a statement
to the effect that: “There is a risk of not completing the integration lab on time.”

For this example the CTC risk would be identified as:

• Given that the Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) has not functioned as
planned then there is concern that (possibly) the integration lab will not be com-
pleted on time.

The context would appear as:

There has been a substantial amount of work required to get the GFE opera-
tional and we have not as yet gotten the equipment to function as we had
planned. So far it looks like some functions we had anticipated being there are
not fully debugged and may not work as specified. Also, the efforts to get the
equipment working to date have taken longer and required more personnel
than planned.

It may also be that there are multiple conditions (factors) that prompt the concern and (as in
the example discussed above) additional risks might be identified. Each new description of cir-
cumstance or condition would be identified as a separate risk:

1 Given that no one is tasked with testing the laboratory equipment then there is
concern that (possibly) the integration lab will not be completed on time.

and
2 Given that the requirements for the integration lab are not finalized then there is

concern that (possibly) the integration lab will not be completed on time.
and

3 Given that no plan exists for building the integration lab then there is concern that
(possibly) the integration lab will not be completed on time.

It is also important to realize that the focus is on the condition statement rather than forcing or
even encouraging the details of the consequences during any risk identification process. It is
more important and expedient to capture the conditions since the basic statement of conse-
quence is captured in the CTC statement and the details relating to impact, probabilities, etc.,
are captured as part of the context and in the risk attributes. Additionally, details on the nature
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of the consequence(s) can be addressed as part of subsequent risk management steps. For
example, the collective impact of all of the consequences and their interplay can be addressed
as part of the analysis and planning steps.

Within a CTC statement, the core of the risk is identified. From this basic information, program
personnel can pursue follow-on activities as part of the process steps of the SEI risk manage-
ment paradigm [SEI 92]. Specifically, determinations of risk properties (attribute-value pairs)
can be readily accomplished in terms of interacting conditions that increase or decrease the
probability of potential consequences and whether these conditions reinforce or modify one
another, i.e. the interactions of risks can be analyzed based upon the potential interplay of
conditions.

It is also important to separate the statement of the conditions from a root-cause analysis pro-
cess. A root-cause analysis provides additional insight into the nature of the risk and the po-
tential effectiveness of various mitigation strategies. The CTC statement provides a structure
for a concise statement of risk and a foundation for subsequent analysis, e.g. root-cause anal-
ysis, as part of the later steps in the risk management process.

5.1 A Simplified Notation

In the recording of the statement of a CTC risk, a short-hand notation can be used. Specifical-
ly, the words “Given that” can be omitted, and the phrase “then there is concern that (possibly)”
can be replaced by a semicolon. For example:

no one is tasked with testing the laboratory equipment; the integration lab will
not be completed on time

or
no plan exists for integrating the graphical user interface software into the
system;

5.2 A CTC Risk and Risk Identification

A CTC-based approach to risk management and specifically to the identification of risk in a
software-dependent development program involves a process of probing conditions that exist
in a program rather than strictly exploring the potential areas of impact and viewing the reverse
chain of causal events. The contrast between the exploration of conditions rather than conse-
quences in risk identification is similar to that of the event tree approach to risk analysis (for-
ward logic) versus the fault tree analysis of risk (backward logic) [Henley 92].

Specifically, in the CTC-based approach, each identified risk entity would be described by a
formal CTC statement of risk and an associated context. The statement of risk would include
at least a notional sense of the potential consequences. The elaboration of impact, probabili-
ties, etc., would be completed as part of subsequent risk management process steps. In this
respect the CTC-based approach is similar to the preliminary hazards analysis process of
identifying hazards and their potential consequences [Henley 92] but focuses on the elabora-
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tion of the conditions that define the existing state of the program. With the CTC representation
of risk, the SEI’s continuous risk management paradigm [SEI 92] [Higuera 93] would involve
the structuring of the statement of risk with context - defining a risk entity - and the subsequent
management of this entity throughout all steps of the paradigm.

5.3 Extensions of the CTC Format

The CTC construct allows for the possibility that a singe condition has a multiplicity of conse-
quences for the program. There are two distinct possibilities: co-occurring and cascade, as
shown in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. The first case involves consequences which co-occur in
time. The Cascade consequences are serial outcomes, generally causally related.

The statements of risk for these hypothetical cases may be of the form:

• Co-occurring statement of risk

the code completed so far is 25% of the total planned lines of code but
requires 50% of the available time frame; stale data & slow screen up-
dates & long data transfer times

• Cascade statement of risk

there is a lack of C coding experience on the real-time signal processing
code development team; late code & late into test & late into first build

The multiplicity of consequences can be included as part of the scenario attribute of the CTC
risk. The scenario set describes in more detail the potential evolution of the program based
upon the CTC condition. Scenarios provide detail on the transition aspects of a CTC risk entity.
The scenario(s) would be generated and modified, as needed, throughout the risk manage-
ment process as part of detailed analysis, planning, tracking, and control.

Unsatisfactory PerformanceCondition

stale data

slow screen updates

long data transfer times

Co-occurring
Consequence Set

Figure 5-1:  Co-occurring Consequences
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A single CTC risk can be decomposed into more detailed risks to the extent that a general con-
dition has a multiplicity of individual characteristics. In the CTC representation, these distinct
risks can share common consequences or they may be associated with separate conse-
quences. For example, a general statement of risk of the form:

there is a lack of coding experience in the development team; code may be
inefficient

may be expanded, during analysis and planning activities or as part of continuing risk identifi-
cation activities, to be

there is a lack of experienced C programmers; code may be inefficient

and

there is a lack of experienced Ada programmers; code may be late

etc.

The relationships between related risks is shown in Figure 5-3.

Cascade Consequence Set
Condition

Lack of experience

late code

late test

late first build

Figure 5-2:  Cascade Consequences
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It is also possible for distinct, unrelated CTC risks to share a common consequence. For ex-
ample consider the following risks:

the development team has never coded an X windows user interface; the
code may be late

there are only five workstations for ten development team members; the code
may be late

the commercial vendor of the compiler is two weeks late with their delivery of
the new version of their Ada compiler; the code may be late

The relationship between multiple risks and a common consequence is shown in Figure 5-4.

C T C

C T C

C T C

General Condition Transition Consequence

Condition01

Condition02

Condition-n

Risk01

Risk02

Risk- n

• As multiple conditions
   are elucidated additional
   distinct risks are identified.

Figure 5-3:  Risk Decomposition

C T C

C T C

C T C

Condition Transition Consequence

Consequence

Risk01

Risk02

Risk- n

• Distinct risks may
   share a common
   consequence.

Common

Figure 5-4:  Risks Sharing a Common Consequence

C T C

Risk02
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6 Risks and Tasks

Often a task within a software-dependent development program is expressed in terms of the
activities needed to achieve an outcome. For example, a task in a program plan may be:

Develop an I/O driver

Lower level tasks may be identified but they can all be expressed in a similar fashion:

Develop an interrupt handler
Develop an illegal value handling routine
etc.

A perspective which can be applied to the description of a task is one of transition (time) and
value. The identified result is a desired result; the activities comprising the task accomplish a
transition of the system to a new state. As work on the task is completed the system progress-
es through the program space until all the desired consequences are achieved. Therefore,
based on this abstraction, a task can be written as a Condition-Transition-Consequence
(CTC) construct and stated, for example, as:

Given that we do not have an I/O driver that meets our needs [Condition] we
must design and code one [Transition], then we will have a system that has one
[Consequence].

Thus, tasks involve transition, e.g. code, design, build, and evaluate, and involve action that
results in change. Specifically, a task involves taking some action that will result in a desirable
consequence. A task then could be generally expressed, albeit awkwardly, as:

Condition - Transition - Consequence [CTC]

{Given....} then {Do}... then... {consequences}.

The important points here, based upon the abstraction, are that the consequence is signifi-
cant, the initial condition, although important, is often implicit (if we had an appropriate working
I/O driver then no need for the task) and that in all cases a change (transition) must occur. In
this case the transition is perceived to be possible, even likely.

Contrast this with the statement of a risk in which the initial conditions are the most significant
element and the consequences often are implicit. In either case, though, a transition is re-
quired and this transition is perceived to be possible.

In the abstraction three elements are present and important to completely define the task or
risk:

1 Condition (initial state)
2 Transition (perceived possible trajectory/path)
3 Consequences (final state)
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Both a risk and a task can be characterized by the perception that a transition can occur (time)
where the consequence(s) has some associated value. In terms of a state-space model, a
task is a potential transition from the current state of the system to some other desirable state.

Figure 6-1 is a representation of the common perspective of the Condition-Transition-Conse-
quence (CTC) construct for both risks and tasks. The contrast in emphasis within the common
construct between a risk and a task is shown. In the case of a risk the emphasis (minimal state-
ment) is the condition portion whereas in a task statement the condition is often implicit. The
focus for a task is the transition (Do) and the consequence (What will result).

As the planning effort and the program evolve, existing tasks can be decomposed into other
tasks. Similarly risks can be expanded into other risks and additional tasks can be created as
a result of the existence of the risk.

Tasks like monitor, observe, and review may have an implied consequence statement. In this
case the consequence state may be defined by the criteria establishing when the task is com-
pleted. For example, a task such as “monitor the progress of the subcontractor in developing
the graphics interface” has an implied completion (consequence) state characterized by the
subcontractor completing a project. Often though for these tasks there is an explicit outcome
defined, as in the case of a task defined as “monitor the status of the test plan and generate
a report.” Thus, while most tasks emphasize the consequence, the transition description can
be more important in a task statement than in a risk statement.

(Do)
Condition Consequence

Task

implicit

Risk

Transition

• In a CTC task statement the

condition is often implied.

• In a CTC risk statement the

consequence is often implied.

Figure 6-1:  The CTC Construct for Risks and Tasks

Condition Transition Consequence
implicit
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7 The CTC Triangle

The common representation of tasks and risks as CTC constructs has implications in the risk
identification and task definition (planning) processes. This relationship is shown graphically
in Figure 7-1.

The definition of a task, generally part of the planning process, can be viewed somewhat heu-
ristically as first establishing exactly what needs to be developed, i.e. answering the question:
Where do we want to go? and then making an assessment of what exists now, i.e. answering
the question: Where are we now? This information forms the basis for defining the method of
getting to the final state, that is, answering the question: What should happen? (How can this
be accomplished?) by relying on the knowledge of both the desired outcome and the current
situation.1 This perspective is one of first establishing the desired (planned) consequences,
then identifying the conditions that exist now, and finally defining the transition steps required
to achieve the desired consequences.

In contrast, given the CTC-based approach, risk identification initially focuses on the condi-
tions (circumstances) that exist and then involves assessing the potential for adverse conse-
quences based upon a simultaneous consideration of the desired outcome and the current
situation. Through the recognition of the conditions the questions: What may happen? (that
may lead to adverse consequences) and Where do we not want to go? can be addressed. This
is very much in the sense that a task is defined by simultaneously addressing the desired out-
come and the current situation. For example, if one is to address the risks associated with a
project intended to develop a high performance real-time graphics software system, the con-
ditions that exist now are particularly important. If the staff assigned the project has never cod-
ed a graphics package, one has a different “sense” of the risk compared to a situation where
the project has been assigned to a staff of software engineers that has successfully coded
three graphics software packages. Thus, in identifying a risk in the CTC representation the
starting point is to look at the current (existing) conditions of the project (recognizing the
planned outcomes) and to consider the potential transitions of the program to various adverse
states (consequences) based upon this information.

1. This perspective involves viewing the planning process for software-dependent development programs as a gen-
eral problem solving process, one similar to that defined by Simon [Simon 77].
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The actual thought processes for the identification of risks and the definition of tasks are more
complex and more concurrent than suggested by this paradigm. The issue of human ability to
accomplish even the most basic tasks involves multiple sources of knowledge, experience,
and multiple simultaneous constraints [McClelland 86]. As presented here the risk identifica-
tion and task definition processes involve significant elements of problem solving (planning)
[Simon 83]. The success in addressing these challenges is intimately coupled to the knowl-
edge, training, and experience of the professionals involved in the program. The paradigm
represented by the CTC Triangle is intended to be a heuristic, scalable, sequential process
structure – a heuristic framework and a practical guide to facilitate the process of identifying
program risks.
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onsequence

Transition

C
on
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n

C
onsequence

Transition

• Where are we now? • Where do we want to go?

• What should happen?

Task definition
initially focuses here.

Risk identification
initially focuses here.

• Where do we
not want to go?

• What may happen?

Figure 7-1: The CTC Triangle
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8 The CTC Approach and Risk Related Concepts

In this section the relationship of the CTC approach to more general risk terminology and risk-
related concepts is discussed. The intent is to provide insight into the CTC-based approach
by comparing the CTC perspective to other perspectives on risk and risk management.

8.1 CTC Risks and Hazards

The definitions of hazard as a noun are [Houghton 85]:

1. A chance; accident.
2. A chance of being injured or harmed; danger: Space travel is full of hazards.
3. A possible source of danger; a fire hazard.
4. A dice game similar to craps.
5. A sandtrap or other obstacle on a golf course.

While the definition for hazard suggests a very close if not overlapping meaning with risk, as
noted by Trudy Bell in IEEE Spectrum [Bell 89], generally experts distinguish between risk and
hazard and employ the following definitions:

Hazard: an intrinsic property or condition that has the potential to cause an accident.

Risk: the combination of the probability of an abnormal event or failure and the conse-
quence(s) of that event or failure to a system’s operators, users, or its environment.

The CTC definition of a risk includes the probability as an attribute of the CTC risk entity and
the consequence(s) as part of the statement. Thus, the definition of risk shown above is com-
pletely included in the CTC risk entity.

A hazard in the context of the CTC definition of a risk is a factor within the statement of con-
dition (circumstances) and may constitute the complete statement of the condition. Hazards
may be explicitly stated and/or may be included in the context attribute of the risk.

As an example consider the definition of risk as a sandtrap. This is one with which many will
identify. A sandtrap in the fairway affects the probability of achieving a par score on that hole
or, depending upon skill level, on other holes as well. Similarly, a hazard in a software devel-
opment process may be the limited performance of the development workstations on a project
where the risk might be stated as:

Given the use of very slow development workstations there is concern that
(possibly) the software will not be completed on time.

As with the golf example where the trap never affects play, the project may very well get com-
pleted successfully but there is the increased possibility of an adverse impact because of the
“hazard.”
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Also consider the example:

Given that we are using assembly language there is concern that (possibly) the
code will not be reliable.

In this case assembly language may or may not be considered by most software experts as a
hazard, in and of itself, but it is perceived that its use for the code to be developed entails risk.
Thus, the hazardous characteristics associated with assembly language are very subjective
and implicit in the sense that more details, generally provided in the context attribute of the
risk, are required to fully define the hazardous aspects of the condition statement within the
risk. For example the context may be: “You know how hard it is to document and code complex
routines in assembly language. The traceability is difficult and no one has coded in that pro-
cessor’s assembly language before.”

The CTC construct generally includes hazard(s), as defined above, as part of the statement
of a risk.

8.2 CTC Risks and Concerns

In identifying risks, the dimension of value is evidenced by the expression of concern in the
CTC statement of risk (concern in this context is used in the sense that concern is “anxiety or
worry” [Houghton 81]). The expression, “there is concern that” establishes negative associa-
tions (loss) with the conditions that characterize a risk in the program. These associations are
based upon a judgment (perception), by one or more individuals, on the nature of the possible
transition and consequence, the potential outcome(s) of the condition.

In establishing the perception of potential loss, there is a mental extrapolation that involves the
possible evolution of the system through time (transition) that culminates in or has as integral
points on the transition path, states that involve loss or diminished program success. The de-
tails and variation in these perceptions are founded in the knowledge and experience of the
individual(s) expressing the concern, those identifying risks. These individual judgments, ex-
pressions of concern, regarding transition and consequence establish the negative sense of
value (potential loss) for risk in general and for CTC statements of risk specifically.

8.3 A CTC Risk Versus a Problem

There is often an issue relating to whether a situation (condition) is a problem or a risk. Two
noteworthy observations are:

• A problem involves a value judgment made upon the merits of the current condi-
tion. It is a condition that exists and is undesirable.

• A risk involves a value judgment made upon the potential implications of the cur-
rent condition. It suggests a possible, future undesirable condition (consequence).
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A sense of risk is present as long as there is a perception that the current circumstances may
result in loss or harm but for the purposes of identifying and managing software risks, in the
CTC representation, a risk is minimally defined as the description of the current condition and
a sense of potential loss. This sense of loss may be presented as a notional description of the
potential outcome/consequence, i.e., The current circumstances will result in a continuous se-
quence of states of the system (events) such that at some point in the evolution of the system
or as a final consequence, the system will be in an undesirable state.

A risk is a condition that has the potential for undesirable consequences. Simply defining the
condition for a risk and expressing the feeling of concern or expressing a notional description
of potential adverse consequences (e.g. something bad will happen) makes implicit the exact
nature of the loss or harm and constitutes a minimal statement of a CTC risk.

A problem is the existing condition that has undesirable attributes. The loss associated with a
problem is generally evident in the description of the condition (the problem). When the con-
dition is described the negative aspects are evident and a sense of undesirable circumstances
(loss) exists.

Many problems are risks themselves in that they may lead to more serious symptoms or other
problems and diminished success (loss) for the program. This overlap is shown in Figure 8-1.

A difference between a problem and a risk is a matter of degree – the extent to which the pro-
gram is being adversely affected -- and time. The conditions of a problem are more noticeably
affecting the program now. A risk, which is also a problem (as represented in the overlap re-
gion of Figure 8-1), involves a condition that has a noticeable adverse effect on the program
now, but also is perceived to portend additional or more serious problems in the future.

8.4 A CTC Risk and Cause

The issue regarding whether the condition can be viewed as a “source of risk” relates to an
assessment of cause. In a deterministic- or even in a probabilistic-based environment the con-
dition can be identified as the source (cause) of the consequence. For example, analyzing the

Problems

Risks

Problems & Risks Overlap

Figure 8-1:  Intersection of Set of Problems and Set of Risks
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interaction of a collision between solid objects involves well-defined dynamics that character-
ize the evolution in time. The correct application of these principles will result in an accurate
prediction of the outcome of the collision (the consequence).

In contrast, to say that a condition is a source (cause) of the risk requires not only that the cir-
cumstances be described but also the perception that they may lead to negative consequenc-
es. Thus, a value judgment must be made by an individual or group of individuals to establish
risk and specifically a risk. From this perspective the source as defined above is an integral
part of risk and pragmatically is a key defining element of a risk; it is part of the risk. No causal
relationships are involved directly with the risk, rather causal issues are related to the temporal
aspects of the evolution of the program in time.

One may say that the conditions cause the possibility but this avoids the perception issue rel-
ative to value. There is a cause-effect relationship between the time now (condition) and what
may occur in the future (consequence). There is also a causal relationship between the con-
dition and the sense of concern, doubt, anxiety, or uncertainty, etc. Collectively these causal
relationships are involved with risk and are integral to risk and the definition of a risk in the
model.

Thus, within the risk itself there is a sense (concern) relating to the conditions potentially caus-
ing a consequence, with the potential outcomes defined by the dynamic characteristics of the
environment. These are perceptions of the environment; and risk involves perceptions of indi-
viduals who rely on previous experience and their intrinsic characteristics, that are indepen-
dent of the dynamics of the environment.

It may be asserted that these individuals contribute to the evolution of the program in time, not
directly through their perception, but rather through their action or inaction. Again, these may
be premised upon perceptions, where these perceptions result in assessing the worth of the
results, final or intermediate, that occur and in trying to achieve certain outcomes based upon
individual desires, needs, and perceptions. Ultimately, the influence of individual human per-
ceptions is an integral part of cause in risk.

From this perspective the traditional concept “source of risk” as described above, is only a par-
tial statement of the factors that contribute to establishing risk. Other elements of risk relate to
the perceptions, values, and characteristics of the individuals involved.

8.5 A CTC Risk Versus Kaplan and Garrick’s Set of Triplets

In the inaugural edition of the journal, Risk Analysis, Kaplan and Garrick [Kaplan 81] suggest
a quantitative definition of risk that consists of a set of triplets represented as <si, pi, xi>. The
triplet is formed by answers to the questions [Kaplan 81]:
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1. What can happen? (i.e. What can go wrong?) - The answer is represented as
si which is a scenario identification or description.

2. How likely is it that that will happen? - The answer is represented as pi, which
is the probability of the scenario.

3. If it does happen, what are the consequences? - The answer is represented
as xi which is the consequence or evaluation of that scenario, i.e., is the
measure of damage.

In comparing the <si, pi, xi> triplet with the CTC construct, CTC provides a structure for ex-
pressing the scenario, si, where CTC focuses on the initial conditions of the scenario. The trip-
let scenario addresses the transition-consequence portions of CTC. In general, the CTC
approach differentiates risks based upon the characteristics of the current state (condition)
and admits the possibility of multiple outcomes (consequences). The sense of the conse-
quence portion of the CTC construct is essentially the outcome in a direct answer to the ques-
tion: What can happen? In contrast, consequence, as represented by xi in the triplet, is
synonymous with the impact of a CTC risk. In the CTC representation xi becomes an attribute
of the CTC risk entity. Similarly, the probability of a scenario, pi, is an attribute of the CTC risk
entity. The mapping between the triplet and a CTC representation is shown in Figure 8-2.

The contrast between the triplet representation and the CTC approach mirrors the contrast in
perspectives evident in the application of risk analysis. In more traditional risk analyses, hard-
ware is the focus with the processes affecting the risks or contributing to increased hazard lev-
els. Risk identification, analysis, and management of software-dependent programs involves
the assessment of the potential evolution in time of a complex, dynamic, and abstract system
and its associated outcomes. Thus, development program risk analysis investigates risks as-
sociated with a possibly controllable evolutionary process, wherein hardware (tools) supports
the evolution to a final tangible outcome (product).

 <si, pi, xi>

probability
impact

Figure 8-2:  Mapping Between a Risk Triplet and a CTC Representation

scenario

probability

(measure of damage)
consequence

CTC
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9 Summary

As embodied in the Condition-Transition-Consequence (CTC) construct, the CTC approach
establishes a distinct, identifiable risk entity, with characteristic risk attributes, that has a life
cycle of creation, existence, change, and extinction. In the risk identification process, the CTC
format provides structure and guides expression. A CTC risk entity, when embodied with its
characteristic attributes, provides sufficient information and structure to enable risks to be ef-
fectively managed in subsequent steps of the SEI risk management paradigm [SEI 92].

The CTC concept is a temporal and value-based abstraction that relies upon individual or col-
lective perception. The negative sense of value assigned to a CTC risk differentiates it from a
program task, which can also be represented by a CTC construct. The uncertainty associated
with risks as well as with tasks is inherent in the kinematics and dynamics of both the program
and its environment.

A CTC risk is minimally defined as a description of the current conditions coupled with an ex-
pression of concern (potential loss) regarding those conditions. The expression of concern
may be embodied in a value judgment within the statement of the condition. While this descrip-
tion of the conditions that have engendered concern has in the past been identified as the
source of risk, the focus of risk identification should not be on source or root cause issues but
rather on elucidating the significant characteristics of the current circumstances, the condi-
tions. The consequence portion is considered optional during the risk identification process
and can be expressed as notional. Thus, once the condition is defined (in the CTC statement
as well as in the context) and at least a notional sense of the consequence(s) is established,
a risk has been identified.

As applied within a software-dependent development program, the CTC framework would en-
able program personnel to construct a risk entity and subsequently manage this entity
throughout all steps of the SEI risk management paradigm. Specifically, this process would be
initiated through the generation of a CTC statement of risk and its context – risk identification.
The analysis of root causes, collection of consequences, impacts, probabilities, etc., and the
establishment of the set of attribute values and changes in those values would be accom-
plished as the risk is managed according to the paradigm. This entire process would be an
integral part of the overall program management methods employed by the program.

In the CTC approach risks and tasks are viewed as having common characteristics in a com-
mon framework: condition-transition-consequence. Through this common perspective, heuris-
tic risk identification and task definition processes, which involve the systematic addressing of
questions such as: Where do we want to go?, Where are we now?, What should (may) hap-
pen?, and Where do we not want to go?, can be established. In considering these questions,
the CTC structure and framework enables the definition of specific risks and specific tasks,
and the establishment of the initial values for many of their respective attributes. The distinct
entities (tasks and risks) resulting from these initial activities are then managed throughout the
life cycle of a program.
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